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Citizens Band CB radio dates back to the s. Ham Service's channel 11 to form a band
megacycles UHF for personal and business communication, as well as for controlling model
aircraft. Business communication is still banned from Amateur Radio channels, so CB has
taken over that role. That makes sense, as less expensive CB equipment offers the general
public the chance to communicate with each other short distances over various CB frequencies
without the expense, study and then the waiting period for getting an FCC license. Class A and
B radio services were established in , which formed the basis of the Family Radio Service. Ten
years later Class D was established, becoming the forerunner of CB radio. CB radio channels
have expanded. Class D began with only 23 channels, but more were added to bring CB to the
current 40 channels in Back in the 70s, CB became very popular. There was an oil crisis when
OPEC, a group of oil producing countries, declared an oil embargo. The U. The embargo caused
fuel shortages and that led to rationing, which made it difficult to locate gas supplies. That's
when CB radio use exploded. Using CBs, drivers could find fuel sources and communicate the
location to others. They could also alert others to speed traps. Truckers' wages depend on the
miles driven, so their productivity and thus their wages were negatively impacted by the 55 mph
speed limit. Truckers protested the lower speed limits by setting up highway blockades, using
their CBs to organize and carry out those protests. A list of CB frequencies and CB radio
channels follows. Note that the channel numbers are not necessarily sequential with frequency
e. The frequencies The following table presents the CB frequencies, the particular wavebands at
which a signal is transmitted. The next columns list the corresponding 40 CB channels and the
customary uses of the channels. Any authorized CB radio frequency is open to all, but some
have agreed-upon special purposes. For instance, channel 9 is for emergency use, and channel
19 is used by truckers to report on traffic conditions. Channel 19 is at the middle of the bands,
thus has the best antenna efficiency. Channel 9 is used less often for emergencies since the
advent of cell phones, but some rural communities still monitor that channel for emergencies.
Those who want information or wish to contribute appropriate information on specialized
channels are welcomed, as are listeners. Listening is an important step for beginners,
especially on channel Truckers have their own handles names and jargon, and many do not
welcome non-truckers on the channel. One way to make yourself unwelcome is to misuse or
overuse the jargon, or slang. Either one marks you as an outsider and may be used to justify
bullying you off the channel. If you want to get a head start on understanding truckers' slang,
that's covered in another section. Nothing's worse than trying to tune into CB channels and
only receive muffled voices mixed in with an overwhelming amount of crackling static in return.
Though all CB radios have only 4 watts of transmission power this is mandatory by the FCC ,
there are certain features available for these radios that can vastly improve reception of CB
frequencies and improve your ability to clearly listen to any channel. How you plan on using
your CB radio as well as which channels you may be trying to tap into will be the difference in
which features you'll find beneficial. These features will help anyone improve the quality of their
CB frequencies:. Single sideband modulation SSB more efficiently uses transmitter power and
bandwidth. For an in-depth explanation, refer to Wikipedia's page on SSB. Above the band at
They are reserved for commercial use by companies and educational, religious, and health
institutions. The federal government has from CB and ham users with modified equipment often
use frequencies The Civil Air Patrol, part of the U. The meter amateur radio ham band runs from
Frequencies of If you own a modified export CB radio such as the Galaxy , the 19 high setting
puts you at If you're talking on that frequency, you'll be very noticeable between the dots and
dashes of Morse code to the Official Observers OOs of the Amateur Radio world. To notify you,
they'd have to break their own band rules, as voice communication is not allowed at that
frequency even for licensed amateur radio operators. The FCC then contacts trucking
companies and can fine them, which has led to the truckers being fired. To avoid that problem,
simply stay within the 40 authorized channels. CB radios can be modified for use in Amateur
Radio's meter range, which is legal only for licensed operators to do. CB radios approved for
use in the U. Even those are possible to modify, but it is more difficult than modifying a
non-approved one. Freebanding or "outbanding" on random frequencies or channels is a term
used to describe an operator who is illegally using these frequencies or channels within the 11
meter above or below the 10 kHz frequency. Many of the channels outside of the 10 kHz CB
radio frequency are "private" channels that only those with proper authorization and licensing
are permitted to use, but these licensing requirements and restrictions haven't stopped
everyone from illegally tapping into these channels. Unauthorized frequencies include the
international call frequencies of International call frequencies have been established to provide
a common meeting place for long distance operators to initiate or respond to calls from other
stations. It's not used for conversation QSO , as those who make contact then move to other

frequencies. So, if you're jawboning on those frequencies, you'll be as welcome as fire ants at a
picnic. Listening is OK, but talking is not. Beware, the FCC cracks down on such illegal use of
frequencies, citing and fining scofflaws. Despite the FCC banning the marketing and sale of any
CB radios that they've deemed easily modifiable, clever operators are still able to rig up almost
any amateur radio to reach these "off limit" frequencies. The 40 CB channels in the United
States can become overcrowded at times, which drives many CB radio operators to use
frequencies that are above or below the permissible CB frequencies. A radio frequency that is
below the citizens band, for example, is often quiet and seemingly underutilized; however these
frequencies are strictly reserved for use by designated radio services, such as government
agencies. Many freebanding CB radio operators tap into an unauthorized CB channel just for
the thrill of it. Whether it's to receive news from a different part of the country or from around
the world, or just for the excitement about being somewhere they shouldn't be, these
freebanders run the risk of being caught by the FCC or any law enforcement agency. However, if
someone continues their unauthorized use of CB frequencies, they can face a number of
penalties including:. So how do you stay out of trouble with your CB radio? Stay within the 40
CB channels and don't modify or purchase a radio from a less than reputable dealer. The best
way to ensure that you remain CB radio "legal" is to invest in an American-made legal FCC
certified CB unit, and don't make any drastic or unnecessary repairs or upgrades without
consulting the FCC. The complete reference can be found at the government site in Subpart D.
The following highlights are a few of the important issues addressed in that lengthy document.
One concerns emergency communications. As mentioned, CB channel 9 is for emergency and
traveler information, but operators need to be aware that, "You must at all times and on all
channels, give priority to emergency communication messages That seems like common sense,
right? Some issues involve usage regulations, such as: No CB transmitter is permitted to
transmit non-voice data. Also harmful interference is not permitted, and that is defined as: "Any
transmission, radiation or induction that endangers the functioning of a radio navigation or
other safety service or seriously degrades, obstructs or repeatedly interrupts a radio
communication service operating in accordance with applicable laws, treaties and regulations.
Other issues addressed are more technical, for instance, CB transmitters must be maintained
within a frequency tolerance of 0. No CB unit is allowed to have the capability to increase
transmitting power to any level in excess of the limits specified in No add-on device, internal or
external, that extends the transmitting frequency capability of a CB transmitter beyond its
original capability will be manufactured, sold, or attached to any CB station transmitter. Exact
external controls and devices that are permitted to be attached to a CB are enumerated in
Ignorance of the rules is, as usual, not an excuse. Back when CB radios first started, they had
tubes, and tubes had to "warm up" before transmitting. So, after keying the mic, the user had to
pause a few seconds or that part of his or her transmission would be lost to the listener. Thus,
the so-called 10 codes were developed to automatically insert that necessary pause at the
beginning of the transmission during the time it took to say the "10" part of the code, before the
important informational part of the code was given. Modern equipment doesn't have that
problem, so the trend for modern day users is to drop the 10 codes altogether and use ordinary
language for communication. For those still enamored with the "secret" language of 10 codes,
the following are a few examples of some popular ones. A more complete list can be found on
our CB Lingo page. Besides the 10 codes, you'll hear slang on the radio, which can vary by the
region that you're in. The following are some examples of CB slang. Virgin Islands; and various
Pacific areas. In other parts of the world, you can use your CB with their legal equipment and
rules. Although many countries have the same CB frequencies as the U. Canada's General
Radio Service matches U. Therefore, no adaptations are required for using CB gear when
traveling between Canada and the U. Other European countries have additional channels.
Germany, for example, gets 80 channels by adding the 26 MHz frequency. Some other countries,
such as Japan and New Zealand, have frequency assignments that don't match those of any
other countries. If you use your CB equipment in countries that don't match our frequency,
mode and power requirements, you would be operating outside the laws of both that country
and the U. For a chart listing various countries, bands, bandwidths, modes, power and antenna
system specifications, see this page listing CB frequencies around the world. One key
consideration that operators must make when operating these radios is the size of the unit.
Contrary to what some believe, a larger radio doesn't mean that you'll receive better CB radio
frequencies remember, legal CB radios are only allowed 4 watts of output power! There are a
wide variety of small radios that will take up only a small portion of space and are a perfect
addition to trucks, RVs and passenger vehicles. Another major consideration that operators
must think about is the CB antenna. Many assume that a top notch radio must have a fabulous
antenna, but many are poorly set up and lead to poor reception. For the best functionality, a

quality antenna that's installed properly will always give CB operators the best sound quality,
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Transmissions Nothing's worse than trying to tune into CB channels and only receive muffled
voices mixed in with an overwhelming amount of crackling static in return. Different Features
for Different Uses of CB Channels How you plan on using your CB radio as well as which
channels you may be trying to tap into will be the difference in which features you'll find
beneficial. These features will help anyone improve the quality of their CB frequencies: RF Gain
: With this feature, an operator is able to create filters so that only a strong CB radio frequency
and transmission is received. It's handy for two reasons: one, it can block out any weak
transmissions so that there is less background noise when you're speaking with someone who
has a strong channel signal. The other benefit is that it can be used to help bring in weak
signals and improve the clarity of all CB radio channels. Automatic Noise Limiter : Also known
as "ANL", this feature improves your reception sound quality as it allows operators to filter out
interference, such as static and engine noise. This is particularly evident if you drive a larger
truck; a radio with this feature will save you a lot of annoying static noise. Instant Channel
Functions : Some radios will allow users to quickly jump to two of the most popular CB
channels: 9 the emergency CB channel and 19 a channel for truckers. Weather Reporting :
Through this feature, your radio will be able to tap into any local NOAA radio stations so that
you can receive real-time weather updates. Not only is this handy for truckers, but it's equally
useful for RV or motor home drivers as well. PA Functions : Your radio can transform into a
public address system, though a PA horn which is usually sold separately must be mounted on
top of your vehicle or under the hood. Backlit Displays : If you plan on driving extensively
during the darker hours of the day, then this feature is an absolute must-have. Though only
commonly included in the more expensive models, it's a worthwhile investment. Squelch
Control : This feature frees the operator from constantly being forced to listen to background
static by setting a specified break-point at which your radio will output a signal. The radio will
only activate if a CB frequency or transmission is received. Customer Service About your order
Wishlist Comparison list. Shop With Confidence. Enter your email to receive special offers and
news! Email Address. We use cookies and similar technologies to run this website and help us
understand how you use it. We purchase every product we review with our own funds â€” we
never accept anything from product manufacturers. Citizens band CB radios are handheld or
vehicle-mounted, short-distance, two-way communication devices. The radios are essential
tools for many people, including emergency personnel and first responders, as well as trucking
and shipping businesses. Campers, hikers, motorcyclists, and survivalists prefer them, too.
Despite their limited range, CB radios have long been a reliable means of communication in
various conditions where other technologies might fail, including low visibility, wind, snow, and
heavy rain. CB Radios are generally inexpensive solutions given a limited range. As two-way
communications tools, they are uncomplicated and less reliant on external elements towers,
cell sites than more modern forms of communication. The BestReviews team welcomes the
challenge of helping you find the perfect CB radio for your needs. We buy products just as you
do, and we scrutinize them for quality just as if we were buying them for our families. CB radios
are used for communication between individuals using a range or selection of 40 channels that
can be found within the 27 MHz 11 m band. While there are many CB radio models available, all
of them transmit with the same four watts of power, since this is a base requirement. CB radio
companies differentiate their products through design, size, and additional features to cater to
the needs of specific customers such as owners of pickup trucks or big rigs, or operators
communicating from a central base. It is advisable to inspect the intended vehicle prior to
deciding on a CB Radio. CB Radios are traditionally mounted under the dashboard or on the
floor. Larger CB radios tend to have better receivers and have clearer and better sound quality
overall. This is why manufacturers have diversified their offerings. There are now low-profile CB
radios, all-in-one handsets, and CB radios you can mount under the dashboard. Although most
CB radios have the same power output, variation exists in each model's signal clarity and
operating range. A suitable antenna is vital to good performance, and getting your installation
"peaked and tuned" can make a considerable difference. A standing wave ratio SWR meter is
invaluable for this, and some of the better CB radios have one built in, so it's a feature well
worth considering. In large trucks, the size of the CB radio may not have much impact. In SUVs,

family cars, and motorcycles, however, size can be a very important consideration. Today,
smaller and more compact CB radios cost a bit more. The weight of a CB radio affects where
you can mount it. Portability might also be an issue if you want to be able to move the CB radio
from one vehicle to another, or if you need to set it up as a base unit in a fixed location.
Materials, design, and looks are also important to some buyers who want the CB radio to fit in
aesthetically with the interior of the vehicle. There are standard controls found on the majority
of CB radios, with several additional options and extras to attract buyers, such as the following.
Large and multi-color displays should be visible from various angles. Displays need to show all
the information on radio functions and should also have a dimming function so as not to be
distracting during night driving. Fewer buttons to deal with are better, but they need to be
precise and not fiddly. Consider these are the parts of the CB radio that will be interacted with
the most. One of the most valuable features for a CB radio is RF gain. You can quiet the radio
with this rather than using squelch, thereby maximizing your receive distance. Beyond
transmitting functions, CB radios have other features that can add to the cost of the unit but
also expand functionality, such as the following. Some newer CB radios have added Bluetooth
functionality that allows the use of smartphones with the CB as well as display phone
information. With this mode, you can easily switch from CB broadcast mode to public address
or PC mode for broadcasting over a loudspeaker. Noise filters minimize extraneous noise due to
static and your environment. Reception is much clearer with a noise filter in place. This
provides diagnostics to check the radio system SWR and CB antenna to verify that they are
working properly. This feature is important for users who move from vehicle to vehicle. This
feature makes it possible to quickly scan all 40 CB channels for activity i. In some models, you
can scan a smaller number of pre-selected channels. These channels can be stored in memory.
A CB radio with this feature can access a nationwide network of radio stations focused on
broadcasting weather and emergency system information. There are some relatively cheap CB
radios on the market, and many of these will provide all the functionality that you may require.
Depending on some variables, such as terrain, interference, and weather conditions, a CB radio
should be able to transmit a distance of one to two miles per foot of the antenna. Most
commonly, truckers use CB radios as a safety tool on the road. Long-haul trucks often travel in
areas with poor or no cellular reception. CB radios can be used to notify other drivers of road
hazards, bad weather, and traffic. Channel 19 is the most widely used CB channel by truck
drivers on U. This channel was chosen because it sits in the middle of the range and is quick to
access. Some CB radios have a dedicated channel 19 button for easy access. Channel 9 is
usually left open since it is reserved as the emergency channel. An entry-level model, this
highly affordable CB radio provides the best quality for the lowest price. A good choice for
novices and those who don't want to spend a lot. Owners are impressed with the reception and
price. An extremely popular CB with a significant learning curve, this radio has proven itself to
be the very best. A feature-rich, somewhat pricey CB radio that is best-suited for larger vehicles.
BestReviews wants to be better. Please take our 3-minute survey, and give us feedback about
your visit today. BestReviews spends thousands of hours researching, analyzing, and testing
products to recommend the best picks for most consumers. We only make money if you
purchase a product through our links, and all opinions about the products are our own. Read
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decided We purchase every product we review with our own funds â€” we never accept
anything from product manufacturers. Zero products received from manufacturers. Updated
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are handheld or vehicle-mounted, short-distance, two-way communication devices. Sign up. CB
radio use peaked in , with over 20 million regular users. It disperses the static electricity the
antenna picks up as it whips through the air. Antenna material and length contribute to effective
reception. Fiber glass is considered to be the material that is durable and conducive to signal.
CB radio channels evolved to fill specific purposes. CB radio channels are shared by many
users at the same time. Other stations must listen and wait for the shared channel to be
available. He talked over the air in Los Angeles using his various cartoon voices. Other
Products We Considered. The BestReviews editorial team researches hundreds of products
based on consumer reviews, brand quality, and value. We then choose a shorter list for in-depth
research and testing before finalizing our top picks. These are the products we considered that
ultimately didn't make our top 5. CB CB Radio. Professional CB Radi. CB Radio. CB-Way Radio.
Ham Radio. Ranger Communications. Portable Handheld CB Radio. CB Radio 12 or 24V, Black.
Galaxy Audio. MicroMobile Two-Way Radio. Professional CB Radio. Hand Held CB Radio.
Uniden Channel CB. Uniden Channel CB An entry-level model, this highly affordable CB radio
provides the best quality for the lowest price. Take Survey. Our Top Picks. Shop Now. Read

more From all of us here at CB World, we wish you the very best. Contact CB World! If SSB is
what you're looking for, you've found it! We offer a nice selection of various radios with SSB
capabilities. What is SSB? Single side band SSB is used both for amateur ham radio and is a
capability in some CB radios that include this feature. SSB is another way that the radio waves
are carried over the air. SSB radios will transmit and receive the standard channels along with
lower sideband and upper sideband channels, giving you more channels to operate on. Another
benefit of SSB radios is additional power. The FCC allows 12 watts of transmit power for SSB,
however, both sending and receiving CB radios need to have the capability to communicate on
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